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Abstract
Patients advise their peers on how to cope with their illness in daily life on online support gro
date, no efforts have been made to automatically extract recommended coping strategies from
patient discussion groups. We introduce this new task, which poses a number of challenges in
complex, long entities, a large long-tailed label space, and cross-document relations. We pre
initial ontology for coping strategies as a starting point for future research on coping strategi
the first end-to-end pipeline for extracting coping strategies for side effects. We also compa
possible computational solutions for this novel and highly challenging task; multi-label classi
and named entity recognition (NER) with entity linking (EL). We evaluated our methods
discussion forum from the Facebook group of the worldwide patient support organization
support international’ (GSI); GIST support international donated the data to us. We found that
strategy extraction is difficult and both methods attain limited performance (measured with F 1on held out test sets; multi-label classification outperformsNER+EL (F 1 = 0.220 vsF 1 = 0.15
inspection of the multi-label classification output revealed that for some of the incorrect pred
the reference label is close to the predicted label in the ontology (e.g. the predicted label ‘juice’
of the more specific reference label ‘grapefruit juice’). Performance increased to F 1 = 0.49
we evaluated at a coarser level of the ontology. We conclude that our pipeline can be used in
automatic setting, in interaction with domain experts to discover coping strategies for side effec
a patient forum. For example, we found that patients recommend ginger tea for nausea andmag
and potassium supplements for cramps.This information can be used as input for patient sur
clinical studies.

duction
s rely heavily on the experiences of other patients
on how to cope with their illness in daily life
ifically, it has been found that patients use online
cific forums to gain information from peers [8,
hile professionals often approach patients from
medical point of view, patients need to weigh

fe values of which ‘taking good care of one’s
ut one [10, 9, 45]. Fellow patients are therefore
to provide more pragmatic and holistic advice to
[5].
e Drug Events (ADEs), harmful reactions that
the intake of medication, are one aspect of

s that patients need to cope with. ADEs can
pact the quality of life of patients as well as

rrier to medication adherence [34]. Although
ogical management of side effects is sometimes
ualitative work indicates that lifestyle and diet
ations: ADE, Adverse Drug Event; CS, Coping Strategy;
Entity Recognition.
onding author
dirkson@liacs.leidenuniv.nl (A. Dirkson);
acs.leidenuniv.nl (S. Verberne);
ssen@liacs.leidenuniv.nl (G.v. Oortmerssen);
m@lumc.nl (H. Gelderblom); w.kraaij@liacs.leidenuniv.nl
): 0000-0002-4332-0296 (A. Dirkson); 0000-0002-9609-9505
; 0000-0001-9270-8636 (H. Gelderblom); 0000-0001-7797-619X

can also impact the extent of ADEs, especially for ch
disorders [1].

Previously, qualitative studies have investigated ho
tients cope with side effects using questionnaires or
tured interviews. The most used measurement instru
is the Side Effects Coping Questionnaire (SECope
and the revised version developed by Smedt et al. [5
has been employed for the general population [44], pa
with HIV [28], and patients with chronic heart failure
The SECopemeasures general strategies formanaging
namely non-adherence, information seeking, social su
seeking, and taking medication. The revised version
tains two additional strategies: accepting the ADE a
questing other medication from the treating physician

To date, the only large-scale study into which sp
coping strategies patients employ for side effects is an
net survey [31] amongst patients receiving antidepres
They found that patients employ a variety of metho
cluding changes in lifestyle, diet, and social situations
to pharmacological management.

Automatic extraction of coping strategies from
to-peer resources where patients themselves obtain a
has not been explored. Harvesting coping stra
recommended by patients could provide researchers
new hypotheses and facilitate medical research into
strategies work and why. Some strategies may work
detriment of medication efficacy. A classic example

consumption of grapefruit juice which can influence drug

et al.: Preprint submitted to Elsevier Page 1 of 17
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[21]. Our goal is not a fully automated method
od that produces output that can be assessed and
y a domain expert.
us on coping strategies for adverse drug events
. For example1, in the sentence ‘Pickle juice
cramps within just a few minutes’ the ADE is
the coping strategy is drinking pickle juice, and
nce ‘If you feel nauseous, eat ginger’ the ADE is
the coping strategy is eating ginger.
tomatic extraction of coping strategies from
ent forums poses four major challenges:
ntities The narrative description of coping
egies (e.g. ‘take 400mgwith breakfast and 400mg
dinner and a big glass of water’) results in com-
and long entities, which are often not proper
s. Classic methods for entity extraction are gen-
y not equipped to deal with.
y There is at present no ontology to normalize
k the coping strategies to, while aggregation and
alization of coping strategies is vital to be able to
ide insight into overall prevalence.
long-tailed label space The large variety of
ible coping strategies means that extraction or
ificationmethods will need to be able to deal with
ge number of zero-shot cases (i.e. target classes
hich there are no examples in the training data) as
not feasible to collect sufficient data for all target
es.
ument relations Coping strategies are only
ant in relation to a specific ADE and in online
ssions these relations may span multiple mes-
s.
itional complicating factor is that ADE extraction
ial. For instance, it is challenging for models
ish ADEs from symptoms of the disorder or
resulting from withdrawal (of a medication). The
extraction that we employ2 attains an end-to-
level performance of F1 0.626 and an entity-
rmance of 0.716 [18]. ADE extraction is further
n Section 4.2.
ress the following research questions:
hat extent can coping strategies for ADE be ex-
ed automatically from online patent experiences?
do two approaches to information extraction,

ely named entity recognition (NER) with sub-
ent entity linking and multi-label classification
pare on this task end-to-end?
xamples are artificial variants of real sentences in the data to
t privacy
traction consists of an endr-BERT model and subsequent
linking to SNOMED-CT

We evaluate our methods on data related to Gastroi
inal Stromal Tumors (GIST), a rare cancer in the dig
system. The Facebook page of the worldwide patient o
ization GIST Support International (GSI)3 is the large
line patient community for GIST patients. On the Fac
page, patients share their experiences in discussion th
The data we work with consists of 124,103 posts in 1
threads.

Our main contributions to the medical informatic
are thereby: (1) the novel task of coping strategy extra
(2) an exploration of extraction and classification me
for its end-to-end resolution and (3) an initial ont
for coping strategies. Our code and ontology are pu
available.4 Unfortunately, our annotated data cann
shared due to privacy restrictions.

The remainder of the paper is organized as fo
In Section 2, we discuss related methodological wor
Section 3 and 4, we discuss the data sets we use, fol
by a detailed description of our methodology. In Sect
we present our results, which are discussed further in S
6.

2. Related work
For the extraction of medical concepts, two

approaches can be identified. The first approach is N
Entity Recognition (NER) to extract the relevant phra
entities with subsequent entity linking to determine
concept from an ontology is mentioned in the phrase.
approach is widely used for the related task of extract
ADE from social media messages [48, 58, 38]. State-o
art methods for ADE extraction generally rely on do
specific BERT models [39, 38, 18]. Entity linking of
entities is cast as a classification task with all conce
a medical ontology (e.g., MedDRA or SNOMED-C
possible target labels. Because of the large label s
which leads to sparseness in the training data for sm
categories, these methods are designed to be able to
with zero-shot cases. Similar to coping strategies, the
space for these tasks is both long-tailed and large
over 20.000 labels in MedDRA [39]. Present comp
methods such as BioSyn [53] are often ranking-base
use dense BERT embeddings. The biggest bottlene
present for end-to-end systems is the extraction step
leads to severe error propagation [58, 39]. Mentio
coping strategies are even longer and more diverse
ADE entities, which makes the problem challenging
approached as an NER task. The challenge of NE
longer and fuzzy entities has been acknowledged in
recent work, for biomedical concepts [14], human s
[42], motives [56], and emotion causes [36]. We
investigate how well NER with entity linking work
coping strategies using BERT models for NER and B
for entity linking.

The second approach is multi-label classification,
3https://www.facebook.com/groups/gistsupport/
4https://github.com/AnneDirkson/CopingStratExtract
et al.: Preprint submitted to Elsevier Page 2 of 17
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d more commonly for tasks such as automatic
assignment [30]. This task is comparable to

tegy extraction; The label space is also very large
iled (the ICD-9 contains over 15.000 codes and
or the ICD-10 over 140.000 codes) and multiple
be assigned to a single document, i.e., the labels
tually exclusive. Although automatic ICD code
on has been explored since the 90s [52], methods
ated on the full ICD as opposed to a strict subset
es only in recent years [41]. While these methods
ially predict zero-shot cases, they still perform
.
few methods have actually been designed to deal
shot cases to some extent [51, 47]. Rios and
47] extended the CNN-based CAML-DRmethod
ach et al. [41] with a graph CNN that makes
structure of the label space. Chalkidis et al.
at their model ZAGCNN outperformed transfer
ethods (i.e. BERT and RoBERTA) on few-shot
performed comparably on frequent labels. Their
indicate that exploiting information from label
appears more important than exploiting the label
or few-shot and zero-shot learning. Song et al.
r improve upon the work by Rios and Kavuluru
placing the CNN with an RNN component.
propose a latent feature generation framework
enerative adversarial networks [22] to improve
ion of unseen codes without compromising the
of seen codes. Features are generated by
the label structure and label descriptions. As our
ot include label descriptions, these methods are
rable to the task at hand.
, we opted for a multi-label classification method
not require label descriptions. We employed a
sed (or information retrieval) approach in which
a is only used to determine the optimal similarity
i.e., the sentence is labeled with all labels scoring
similarity score). Specifically, we used sentence-
els to measure the similarity between sentences
labels. Sentence-BERT models are a class of
roduced by Reimers and Gurevych [46] that are
pped to handle sentence-level tasks such as multi-
ification. These models employ a pretraining
sed on Siamese networks.

t detail the data collection and annotation for this
in Section 3.1 and 3.2. The ontology creation is
ibed in Section 3.3. In Section 3.4, we describe
d negative examples to the annotated data.
collection
eement with the GIST Support International
on, we collected data from their Facebook group.
International Classification of Disease is a terminology for
seases developed by the WHO

More specifically, we accessed the Facebook official
through a Python script. We got access to the conte
the Facebook groupwith the express permission of the
admin. We then collected all posts and comments fro
start of the forum. The data ranges from 24 Oct 2009
1 Nov 2020 and includes 124,103 posts in 14,631 th
Our study design was in line with the privacy guideli
Leiden University and approved by the University pr
officer. The Facebook API did not provide (pseudonym
usernames in order to protect user privacy. Thus, we
unable to link different posts from the same user w
the forum. The collected messages were stored sec
and access was restricted to the involved researcher
annotators. For the labeling of data, we did no
commercial tools but set up private servers that were
accessible to the annotators. In accordance with the G
(Article 9.2), we did not obtain consent from each u
the GDPR allows for the use of data from publicly acce
forums with justified cause without individual consen
are unable to share the data according to the GDPR, be
access to the forum has become restricted to members
our data collection (i.e., it is no longer publicly access
3.2. Data annotation
Named Entity Recognition For annotation, we se
527 discussions (4,195 posts) based on their likeliho
contain an ADE. We automatically selected the thread
contained at least one drug name according to a
with RxNorm [55]. From these, we selected the th
with the highest percentage of posts in which experi
are shared until our data set included over 4,000
Sharing that someone experienced an ADE falls unde
category. In order to estimate which percentage of pos
thread included patient experiences, we used a prev
developed model [16]. In short, the model was a
support vector machines model that used trigrams (t
sequences of three letters) as features to identify experi
with an overall performance (F1 score) of 0.815.

The data was first annotated by three GIST pa
and the first author for the presence of ADEs and c
strategies (CS) for ADE using an annotation guide
Annotators could indicate with the CS-NEG tag (as op
to the CS tag) that a coping strategy for an ADEwas ne
i.e. it entails not doing something (e.g. ‘avoid salt’)
pair-wise inter-annotator agreement was substantial for
(mean � =0.71) and moderate for CS (mean � =
The somewhat lower agreement for CS compared to
indicates that the CS annotation task is more difficul
the ADE annotation task, but with moderate agre
we still consider the data of sufficient quality to trai
evaluate our models on. Data labels were converted
FuzzyBIO annotation scheme proposed in Dirkson
[17]. FuzzyBIO is an alternative representation sc
to BIOHD in which discontinuous entities (i.e. com

6https://developers.facebook.com/docs/graph-api/
7All annotation guidelines are provided at: https://gith

AnneDirkson/CopingStratExtract
et al.: Preprint submitted to Elsevier Page 3 of 17
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Named Entity Recognition (NER) Entity linking (EL) Multi-label (on post level)

Entities Entities

781 (2,729 tokens) CS 824 CS 824
length CS 3 tokens (mean = 3.55, max = 29) – with >1 label 59

43 (197 tokens) – with higher order label† 42
2,001 (5,983 tokens) # unique concepts 284

(O-tag) tokens
**)

187,355 (95,830) % of CSAO in labeled data 0.6%

Posts Posts

luded**) 3,715 (1,995) Posts 481 Posts 481
# CS per post 0 (mean = 0.42) – median # of labels 1 (max=
h CS 481 Negative cases 1514
o contain ADE 284 (59%)

ns (with CS) 527 (170)

Table 1
Descriptive statistics for Coping Strategy extraction data sets. The multi-label data is
converted from the NER and EL data. *Converted to CS for NER **Only a subset
of negative examples was included during training †If the concept does not exist in the
ontology but the higher order category does

Relation extraction (RE)

# of ADE-CS relations 580
– within the same post 397 (68.4%)
– median # of possible ADE per CS 2
– median # co-referents of ADE for which CS is advised 7

# negative cases 1350

median # of annotated posts per CS 6

Table 2
Descriptive statistics for the Relation Extraction data between coping strategies (CS) and
Adverse Drug Events (ADEs).

e “hand and foot pain” and disjoint entities like
feeling dry”) are transformed into continuous
by annotating the non-entity words in between.
online tool Doccano8 implemented on our own
er for annotation. See Named Entity Recognition
for details on the annotated data and Table 3 for
l example of what the annotated data looks like.
tensive real annotated data fragment is provided
mentary File.
tion The coping strategies were then annotated
pts from our developed ontology (see Section
ee master students. We switched from Doccano
otation tool Inception9, because Doccano is
annotate extracted text spans with concepts
stom ontology. To switch from Doccano to
we uploaded the earlier NER annotations (in
03 format) from Doccano into Inception. A pilot
was used to improve the annotation guideline. All
tators annotated every post. The inter-annotator
was substantial (mean � = 0.706) on a token
moderate (mean � = 0.475) on a document
level. Their annotations were curated by the

r. Agreement between at least two of the three
was sufficient. The remaining conflicting cases
/github.com/doccano/doccano

/inception-project.github.io/

were discussed and resolved. New concepts were add
the ontology where necessary. In 42 cases, the concep
labeled with a higher order concept when the exact co
was not available, e.g., badminton would be labeled
Sport instead of Badminton. If the annotated coping str
consisted of two strategies (e.g. ‘Eat melon and kiw
‘Take painkillers and eat well’), the annotators need
split the strategy to permit labeling. If it was uncl
the annotators what the patient meant, the coping str
remained unlabeled. This only occurred in 4 cases
Entity linking in Table 1 for details on the annotated
and Table 3 for an artificial example. A more exte
real annotated data fragment is provided as a Suppleme
File.
ADE-CS relations The annotated coping strategies
coping strategies for a certain ADE. For each CS,
annotators (three different master students) annotate
which ADE the patient recommends the CS. They
the annotation tool Doccano. Annotators were pro
with the six messages in the discussion before the
containing the CS. All co-referents of the ADE for
the CS is recommended were annotated. A pilot anno
was used to improve the annotation guideline. Based
overlapping set of 100 posts, the inter-annotator agre
was measured as the average pair-wise mutual F1 sc
et al.: Preprint submitted to Elsevier Page 4 of 17
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Tokens Pickle juice reduces my muscle cramps

NER tags B-CS I-CS O O B-ADE I-ADE

Entity linking CS04916 CS04916 - - - -

Table 3
Example annotation for NER and entity linking

Text ENTITY_2 (CS) ENTITY_1 (ADE) Label*

ENTITY_2 reduces my ENTITY_1 but not my nausea Pickle juice muscle cramps 1

ENTITY_2 reduces my muscle cramps but not my ENTITY_1. Pickle juice nausea 0

Table 4
Example annotation for CS-ADE relation extraction. *1 indicates an CS-ADE relation

ors was 0.757.10 For every pair-wise calculation,
ces in which at least one of the two annotators
lation were included. See Table 2 for details on
t and Table 4 for an artificial example of what the
data looks like. A more extensive real annotated
ent is provided as a Supplementary File.
ing Strategy Ontology
rting point for our ontology was the experiences
patients we collaborated with and our own
s with the GIST patient forum. We used these to
gories of coping strategies patients employ, e.g.,
tances and physical exercise. For each category,
lly selected an appropriate category in one of
ontologies (e.g., Edible substance (SNOMED-
6007)). We sourced from existing ontologies
or interoperability with other ontologies. We
MED-CT, NCIT and RxNORM as our source
in line with the OHDSI project [43]. We added
Activity Ontology [27] to better represent daily
nd exercise. From the RxNORM ontology we
l Ingredients that are also included in the OMOP
of the OHDSI project [43]. We used the five
l levels of the ATC (Anatomical Therapeutic
Classification of the WHO11 to categorise the
concepts. The ATC divides medication based on
r system on which they act. For normalization,
d relevant subcategories from different ATC
into general antibiotics, antiseptics, and antivirals
, antiseptics acting on different organs are now
annotation, we identified gaps in our ontology.
ded the ontology with additional categories
ategory ‘position of body’) and concepts (e.g.,
in the existing category ‘personal care product’
sical object’). These concepts were sourced from
ontologies if possible. If no appropriate concept
ble, we added a concept of our own (e.g. ‘split
the category ‘methods of consumption drug’ in
r-wise F1 score is preferable to Cohen’s kappa for calculating
d Entity Recognition, as Cohen’s kappa needs the number of
s which is unknown for NER [26, 6]
/www.whocc.no/atc/structure_and_principles/

Table 5).
The final ontology contains 48.764 concepts, of

70.2% from RxNORM, 13.4% from ATC, 9.7%
SNOMED-CT, 6.3% from NCIT, 0.3% from PACO
only 0.1% (64 concepts) were our own additions.
ontology was created using the Python package owlre
See Table 5 for examples and descriptions of the
prominent categories of the Coping Strategy for
Ontology (CSAO). The ontology is publicly available.
consider our ontology – that was initially tailored to G
a starting point for more general research into strategie
patients use to cope with side effects.

We evaluate our ontology according to an appli
purpose, meaning that we evaluate our ontology by
sidering to what extent it can aid the extraction of c
strategies in our corpus. This is presented in Sectio
This is one of the four broad categories of ontology
ation presented by Brank and Grobelnik [7].
3.4. Adding negative examples

Previous work has shown that it is beneficial to in
negative examples (i.e., sentences that do not includ
item of interest) in the training set for information extr
from medical social media [39]. We found that 4
the 4,195 posts that were subjected to NER anno
contained coping strategies, thus leaving 3,741 po
negative examples (i.e., sentences that do not contain c
strategies). To reduce the data imbalance, we selec
subset of these negative examples. Specifically, we op
present the model with difficult negative examples by
forum messages where coping strategies are likely to
but do not. We accomplished this by selecting the pos
contain an ADE (according to the NER annotation) an
four subsequent messages in the discussion. This pro
us with 1514 posts (76%) that do not contain CS (see
1). We included these negative examples in the traini
for both NER and multi-label classification.

12https://github.com/AnneDirkson/CopingStratExtract/blob/mai
CSAO.rdf
et al.: Preprint submitted to Elsevier Page 5 of 17
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Description Example Number of

Includes mental constructs, e.g., attitude and
adapting to the circumstances

Positive attitude (SNOMED-CT 225463003) 6

rinking Food & drinks, but also frequency and size of
meals

Blueberries (SNOMED CT 227416001) 3,145

r Procedure Therapeutic and surgical procedures, as well Thoracentesis (NCIT C15392) 3,052
as alternative medical therapies and counseling Acupuncture Therapy (NCIT C15176)

Includes activity, resting, social activities,
general dietary recommendations, and clothing
strategies

Swimming (PACO 10081) 202

nd Supplements RxNorm medication ingredients categorized by
ATC categories

Ondansetron (RxNORM 26225) 40,770

onsumption drug How and when the medication is consumed Split dosage (new) 61
After breakfast (SNOMED CT 7221000175107)

ct Various aids, clothing items, and personal Toothpaste (SNOMED CT 48741003) 1,513
care products Single vision glasses (SNOMED 397287009)

ody Different positions of the body Sitting (new) 7

Table 5
Overview of the major categories in the Coping Strategy for ADE Ontology

ng
ADE extraction
& entity linking

Data selection 
(4 posts after ADE)

CS extraction* Negation
detection 

CS-ADE
relation extraction  

Data 
post-process

ipeline. ADE: Adverse Drug Effect, CS: Coping Strategy. *Multi-label classification or NER with subsequent

ods
ions 4.1 to 4.6, we describe the modules of the
extraction pipeline for coping strategies shown
.
preprocessing
processed the data with the pipeline described
ork [19]. We excluded drug names in the FDA
f drugs13 from spelling correction to prevent
drug names from being replaced by more

imilar drug names. Removing empty messages
ges in a language other than English left 125,161
Spelling correction corrected 24,834 mistakes.
rmalized drug names to their generic forms using
atabase.
extraction and data selection
traction of ADE has been described in detail
[18]. Adverse drug events were normalized to
-CT concepts in line with the OHDSI project [43].
ome previous work has elected to use MedDRA
SNOMED, this work focuses predominantly on
ta. Annotated datasets for ADE normalization
at is more comparable to patient forum posts,
atient [29, 59] and Reddit data [4], make use of
-CT.
l steps were taken to prevent the model from
symptoms of the underlying disorder as ADEs.

/www.fda.gov/drugs/drug-approvals-and-databases/

-files

First, our annotation guideline14 explicitly prescribes a
ators to not label symptoms of the disorder and only
adverse drug events. We presented annotators with
a definition and examples of when a phrase is an
Our own labelled data was supplemented with the CA
data set [29] which employed comparable annotation
Second, we excluded potential ADEs that could not be l
to a drug according to our rule-based method15, as they
often false positives.

For the end-to-end pipeline, we selected each pos
contains an ADE and the subsequent four posts fo
extraction (‘Data Selection’ in Figure 1). Pre-select
posts that are likely to contain the concept of intere
been shown to aid extraction in social media data with a
signal-to-noise ratio [39]. The window of four subse
posts was chosen to be relatively wide so as to not mi
coping strategies. The selected posts were not automat
linked to that particular ADE, but purely determine
processing scope for subsequent steps including re
extraction. If an ADE is present in the window of an
ADE (e.g., in the second post), its subsequent four pos
also included for CS extraction. The data is deduplica
any post only occurs once irrespective of the number of
within range.

14The annotation guideline is available at: https://gith

AnneDirkson/CopingStratExtract/tree/main/annotation
15Our simple set of rules could select the correct drug 93% of th

We restricted the possible drugs to GIST medications to prevent dru
resolve the ADE (e.g., ‘ondansetron’ for nausea) from being not ch
et al.: Preprint submitted to Elsevier Page 6 of 17
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ing Strategy extraction
mpared multi-label classification and NER+EL
-to-end extraction of coping strategies. These
methods are comparable because we know for
ce which CS concepts it contains.
lti-label classification (MLC)
ed sentence-BERT models [46] for multi-label
on. Sentence-BERT models employ a pretraining
ng Siamese networks that results in models more
sentence-level tasks such as measuring semantic
As social media text does not consistently
grammatically rules, we choose a pragmatic

o sentence splitting based on punctuation16. We
different sentence-BERT models [46]: (1) the
ded model for semantic similarity (all-MiniLM-
ich has been fine-tuned on over 1 billion sentence
specific natural language inference (NLI17 model
NLI data only and (3) the recommended model
ic search (msmarco-distilbert-dot-v5) trained on
RCO data set [3]. The MS MARCO data set

scale information retrieval corpus based on real
queries in the Bing search engine and ranked
r these queries. For this model, the training data
of a set of over 500k examples. The full MS
orpus contains over 8 Million examples. The
el was tuned for dot-product similarity. We also
odel variant tuned for cosine similarity, but this
similarly. For the NLI and semantic similarity
e used the sentences as queries and the labels as
ems, whereas for the semantic search model all
ncepts from the ontology (i.e., all possible labels)
as queries and the sentences as retrieval items
ese models are tuned for short queries and longer
cuments.
models were unsupervised and thus training data
essary for retrieval. As the models output a
(between 0 and 1), we used the training data to
the optimal threshold (0.1 to 1, steps of 0.1) to
et of assigned labels. We employed five-fold cross
in which data are stratified per post.
R with entity linking
med Entity Recognition (NER), we used BERT
ecifically we compared the original BERT model
e trained on English medical social media data
T [54]) and one trained on biomedical texts
ERT [23]). We used the same five-fold cross-
as for multi-label classification (60% train, 20%
and 20% test per fold). The learning rate (0.01)
ized on the validation data. Models were trained
epochs based on validation data. To align

ts with multi-label classification, we trained NER
al sentences.

ps://github.com/AnneDirkson/CopingStratExtract

language inference is the task of predicting whether one
rs the other. An NLI model predicts for a premise whether

We experimented with including ADE as a second
type during the training of NER models. We expecte
identifying ADE may be an easier task than identifyin
and coping strategies for ADE should occur in their vi

We analyzed different possible entity linking me
for the extracted CS phrases. We used the state-of-t
method for ADE entity linking, BioSyn [53]. We exp
both BioBERT [35] and SapBERT [37] as base embed
for this method. SapBERT is a recent pretraining sc
that leverages the UMLS (a biomedical ontology with
concepts). Liu et al. [37] show that SapBERT pretra
can improve entity linking performance of various B
based models with especially large gains for social
data. It also attained a better performance with B
than BioBERT [37]. BioSyn provides a ranking of po
labels present in the phrase. Since CS phrases can
multiple labels, we applied a simple heuristic to
for multiple labels: The second label is also added
similarity is closer to the first label than the third
We attempted to determine a similarity threshold, as w
for the classification approach, but because the sim
metric used in BioSyn is not normalized, this worked p
We compared BioSyn with the best unsupervised
labeling classification approach for entity linking. For
experiments, the same five-fold cross-validation was u
4.4. Negation detection

Coping strategies can also entail not doing some
instead of doing something (e.g. ‘I avoid salt’).
found 43 examples during annotation (i.e. labeled
NEG) (see Table 1). We used a simple heuristic neg
method, relying on the Spacy [25] implementation
Negex algorithm [13]. We used the basic English
set supplemented with additional sixteen preceding
three following heuristics for identifying negation tha
manually identified in the data. If one of the heu
is present, we considered any strategies within th
preceding or subsequent tokens (excluding punctu
depending on the type of heuristic to be negated.
also determined the dependency relations of strat
Strategies are negated if they have one of the follo
dependency relations: (1) negation, (2) no as a determi
(3) non as a adjectival modifier. We evaluated our heu
method using entities in the NER that should (CS-NEG
entities) and should not be negated (CS) (781 entitie
attained an F1 score of 0.810 with a recall of 0.829
precision of 0.790.
4.5. Relation extraction

It is important to determine which ADE the c
strategy relates to. We applied a rule-based approa
relation extraction: If there is an ADE mentioned e
in the message, select the closest one. Otherwise,
the ADE mentioned afterwards within the message.
annotated data, in 134 of the 365 posts (36.7%) whe
ADE is mentioned within the post, another ADE i
mentioned within the post. If there is no ADE in theme
s is true, false or unrelated to the premise.

et al.: Preprint submitted to Elsevier Page 7 of 17
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ct the ADE mentioned closest to the strategy
e discussion within at most preceding four posts.
luated our approach on the annotated data (see
We excluded the 232 cases (29.2%) for which
tors could not determine which ADE the strategy
Manual analysis revealed these were the results
n the ADE annotation. Within posts, our rule-
sifier attained an accuracy of 88.4%. For all
ding those with cross-post relations, our classifier
accuracy of 84.7%.
post-processing
data post-processing consisted of three steps.

emoved strategies that are not connected to any
%) as these are likely to be false positives. We
andom selection of 50 cases and found that 42 of
e false positives, whereas for the other eight the
issed or not mentioned (e.g., for antidepressants
implied). Second, we removed labels for which

mportant token is already connected to another
a higher semantic similarity, i.e., a sentence
be linked to >1 highly similar labels (e.g.,

nger’ and ‘root ginger’ for the token ‘ginger’ and
and ‘cannabis oil’ for the token ‘marijuana’). We
ed labels for which the most important token is
n of an ADE. The third step was combining multi-
nces; We considered two labels as part of one
instance if the locations of the key tokens are
ey are connected to the same ADE and they have
egation value. An example is ‘high fiber’ and
he term ‘high fiber fruits’.

ts
e describe our ground truth data in Section 5.1.
we present the best NER method for extracting
coping strategies in Section 5.2. We compare the
ethod combined with entity linking with multi-

ification for end-to-end extraction in Section 5.3.
reports the coping strategies for ADE found in a
on a patient forum for GIST patients.
description
task is novel, we will describe our ground truth
lore the challenges this task presents. Table 1
he annotated data for NER and entity linking. The
data contains a total of 824 coping strategies, of
were negative strategies meaning they entail not

ething (e.g., not drinking milk). Thus, negation
ill be necessary to differentiate positive from

trategies. The median length of the annotated
ategies was relatively short (3 words) but they
ery long (up to 29 words). In fact, 5.4% (52) of
strategies contained more than 10 words. The
se: Only 11% (481 of 4195) of the posts selected
tion contained coping strategies. Note that the
527 discussion threads were already preselected

annotation so a full patient forum is likely to be more s
still (See Section 3.2).

The ground truth for entity linking demonstrates th
all coping strategies can be captured with a single labe
the ontology: 7.2% (59) of the annotated coping stra
were labeled with two labels (e.g. ‘cinnamon’ and ‘ch
gum’ for the entity ‘cinnamon gum’). Moreover, our g
truth reflects the long-tailed label space. Our labele
coping strategies only contain 284 unique concepts,
equals 0.6% of the ontology.

Table 2 describes the ground truth for Relation E
tion between ADEs and coping strategies. On average,
were two different ADEs that the strategy could be lin
within the span of six posts (the post itself and five p
The ADE for which the CS was advised was mention
ten (an average of 7 times within the span of the post
and five posts prior). In 31.6% of the cases, the relatio
not within the same post but spanned across posts.
5.2. Named Entity Recognition

The first approach to extraction that we eva
consists of two steps, namely NER and entity linking.
6 shows the results for the first step of this approach: N
Entity Recognition of coping strategies. We com
models on their micro F1 score, because it takes
account the label imbalance by aggregating the contrib
of all classes and is standard in evaluating multi
classification tasks. The best performing model wa
standard BERTmodel that was trained to identify both
and CS entities (F 1 = 0.380). Adding ADE as an addi
entity type18 doubled its performance (+0.180) (See
6). Without the addition of ADE entities, PubmedB
which is trained on biomedical text, outperformed the
models (F 1 = 0.204).

Due to the complexity of the CS entities, we exp
whether adding an additional token on either side o
identified strategies would benefit performance. Ta
reveals that adding a window of 1 token boosted t
level performance slightly (F 1 = 0.394) by increasing
(+0.122) at a cost to precision (-0.146). On an entity
the number of entities that are missed entirely was re
(-1.9 % point), the number of entities that were pa
correct was also reduced (-10.4% point), whereas the nu
of fully correct entities was increased (+12.2% point
thus included a window of one token on each side f
extracted phrases (i.e., the input for entity linking).
5.3. End-to-end Extraction

Table 8 shows the results for end-to-end extracti
coping strategies for both approaches (NER with entity
ing and MLC). Although the other multi-label clas
tion models performed very poorly, the best perfo
method for end-to-end extraction was multi-label cla
ation with the Semantic Similarity sentence-BERT m
(F 1 = 0.220). With oracle NER (using the man
labeled NER data as input), entity linking using B

18
likely to contain patient experiences prior to NER On a token level, this means adding B-ADE and I-ADE tags

et al.: Preprint submitted to Elsevier Page 8 of 17
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No ADE detection With ADE detection

Micro F1 Micro R Micro P Micro F1 Micro R Micro P

BERT 0.200 ± 0.157 0.155 ± 0.146 0.671 ± 0.188 0.380 ± 0.048 0.331 ± 0.111 0.522 ± 0.096
EndrBERT 0.089 ± 0.167 0.089 ± 0.172 0.433± 0.399 0.251 ± 0.182 0.224 ± 0.205 0.503 ± 0.293
PubmedBERT 0.204 ± 0.170 0.165 ± 0.160 0.443 ± 0.246 0.244 ± 0.119 0.161 ± 0.082 0.713 ± 0.149

Table 6
Token-level evaluation results for NER of coping strategies with or without ADE extraction
as a joint task. Our metrics are lenient and ignore prefixes, i.e, it is considered correct
when the model predicts the correct entity type for a token irrespective of the B- or I-tag.

Token level evaluation Entity level evaluation

Micro F1 Micro R Micro P Missed (%) Correct (%) Partially correct (%)

No window 0.380 ± 0.048 0.331 ± 0.111 0.522 ± 0.97 39.1 ± 1.2 27.8 ± 10.9 33.1 ± 4.1
+1 on both sides 0.394 ± 0.018 0.453 ± 0.108 0.376 ± 0.068 37.2 ± 11.1 40.0 ± 11.2 22.7 ± 2.5

Table 7
Results for adding a window (+1 token) on either side of the extracted CS in NER.

apBERT could outperform the classification ap-
= 0.241). This higher performance was mainly
higher precision (0.271). Yet, with the addition

an intermediate step the performance dropped be-
multi-label classification. Moreover, multi-label
on outperformed even oracle NER in terms of re-
compared to 0.283). Macro F1 scores are com-
eraging the F1 scores for each class, thus treatingequally irrespective of their prevalence. Table 8
the macro F1 scores were far lower than the mi-
res, indicating that across the board the models
worse on less frequent coping strategies in the
ata.
ontology is hierarchical, we also investigated how
redictions of the best model were by investigating
ance at coarser levels of the concept hierarchy.

s are shown in Table 9. The performance was
drastically to F 1 = 0.498 when we considered
t and predicted labels fell under the same direct
the hierarchy (i.e. ‘One level higher’). Also the
as increased drastically (0.172 to 0.861). Thus
that the model often identified another label in
t concept category (e.g. strawberry instead of
hich both fall under fruit). The macro F1 showedcrease (from 0.105 to 0.407) which may indicate
ostly the infrequent coping strategies that are
ncorrectly on the detailed level but correctly on
r level. When we considered if both target and
abels fell under the same overarching category
archy (i.e. ‘Top Category’), we saw another,
ler, increase in performance to F 1 = 0.556. An
ould be if the model predicted another food that is
such as milk instead of raspberry. Although this
very general categorization, it may nonetheless

o medical researchers, practitioners, and patients
for instance, in all edible substances or all lifestyle
ns that patients recommend for a certain ADE.

5.4. Case study on GIST ADE coping
For the case study on the entire GIST patient f

we employed multi-label classification using sem
similarity sentence-BERT as it was the best perfo
method. Negation detection and relation extraction re
knowingwhere in the sentence entities occur, but multi
classification does not provide this information. Thu
identified the approximate location of each CS (i.e.,
assigned label) as the token in the sentence with the h
similarity to the assigned label.

This resulted in a total of 32,643 strategies of whi
(1,017) are negated and 4% (1,375) aremulti-label strat
Figure 2a shows the ten most prevalent coping stra
mentioned on the forum. Manual analysis indicated
large portion of these were false positives: They eithe
to primary medication (e.g. imatinib); surgery proce
(e.g. cancer surgery) for the disorder itself; side effect
nausea and vomiting therapy refers to instances of ‘nau
person names or medical professionals (e.g. oncolo
We manually removed 44 of the 100 most prevalent c
strategies (red lines in Figure 2a indicate the removed
in the top-10).

After manual filtering, the total number of c
strategies mentioned was 20.238, of which 3%
were negated and 5.5% (1.122) were multi-label.
mentions referred to 2.917 unique coping strategies,
relate to 690 different ADEs. Figure 2b show
most prevalent coping strategies after filtering. F
3 shows all the coping strategies divided by the h
categories of the ontology (after manual filtering). It ap
advice on therapeutic, surgical, or alternative m
procedures (‘interventions or procedures’ e.g., ‘th
hormone treatment’ or ‘moderate-dose treatment’)
most prevalent, followed by recommendations to con
medication or supplements and strategies relating to w
how to eat or drink (‘eating and drinking’).

Figure 4 presents the ADEs for which the most c
strategies were provided (See Figure 4). The side effe

which the most advice was given was nausea followed by

et al.: Preprint submitted to Elsevier Page 9 of 17
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NER Entity linking Micro F1 Micro R Micro P Macro F1

None
Semantic Search SBERT 0.001 ± 0.001 0.093 ± 0.180 0.0006 ± 0.001 0.0006 ± 0.001
NLI SBERT 0.016 ± 0.013 0.018 ± 0.014 0.014 ± 0.012 0.008 ± 0.007
Semantic Similarity SBERT 0.220 ± 0.011 0.306 ± 0.010 0.172 ± 0.014 0.105 ± 0.010

Oracle NER
+ Semantic Similarity SBERT 0.142 ± 0.043 0.410 ± 0.089 0.086 ± 0.028 0.038 ± 0.015
+ BioSyn (BioBERT) 0.236 ± 0.040 0.258 ± 0.039 0.217 ± 0.040 0.084 ± 0.018
+ BioSyn (SapBERT) 0.241 ± 0.029 0.283 ± 0.030 0.210 ± 0.028 0.083 ± 0.011

NER
+ Semantic Similarity SBERT 0.130 ± 0.021 0.202 ± 0.039 0.097 ± 0.017 0.037 ± 0.008
+ BioSyn (BioBERT) 0.155 ± 0.017 0.168 ± 0.032 0.151 ± 0.037 0.049 ± 0.013
+ BioSyn (SapBERT) 0.144 ± 0.026 0.162 ± 0.009 0.134 ± 0.039 0.049 ± 0.016

Table 8
Results for end-to-end extraction of coping strategies. SBERT: Sentence-BERT

Hierarchy level Micro F1 Micro R Micro P Macro F1

Baseline 0.220 ± 0.011 0.306 ± 0.010 0.172 ± 0.014 0.105 ± 0.010
One level higher 0.498 ± 0.020 0.350 ± 0.013 0.861 ± 0.063 0.407 ± 0.017
Top categories 0.556 ± 0.018 0.392 ± 0.017 0.952 ± 0.033 0.422 ± 0.040

Table 9
Hierarchical evaluation of multi-label semantic similarity SBERT

the top 10, various side effects relate to different
ain (i.e., pain, cramp, painful Mouth) or edema
a or periorbital edema). We explored in further
ost prevalent coping strategies for each of these
re we show the results for nausea and cramp, as
clearly reveal how our semi-automated pipeline
knowledge discovery. We also present results for
d edema to highlight the problems with negation
More analysis for these side effects and the most
oping strategies for the other six side effects are
the Supplementary Files (Figures S1-8).
5a shows the top 10 coping strategies recommen-
patient forum for nausea. Manual examination
ng messages reveals that eating and drinking dif-
s of ginger is recommended, as well as drink-
tea (both ginger and peppermint). Patients also
d taking anti-nausea medication ondansetron and
e dosage (‘split dosage’). The other categories
te to how you consume medication (e.g., ‘half to
efore food’) do relate to this broader topic, but the

specific labels are incorrect. Amongst others, patient re
mend to avoid taking medication on an empty stomac
to take it after dinner or just before bed.

Figure 5b shows the top 10 coping strategies ment
on the patient forum for cramps. Manual examination
underlyingmessages shows that patients recommend su
ments likemagnesium, calcium, and potassium (‘medi
and supplements’, ‘magnesium’, and ‘potassium ’), foo
is high in potassium, tonic water, pickle (juice), and dri
a lot of water ( ‘hydration therapy’). Some patients al
commend exercise (‘exercise pain management’) alth
others say it triggers cramps. This is also an exam
a case where a coping strategy (exercising) is consis
provided with an incorrect (but semantically similar) l

Overall, despite decent performance (F 1 = 0
on our annotated data, qualitative checks revealed
negation detection performed poorly. For instance, m
examination of the underlying messages showed
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en most prevalent coping strategies on the GIST patient forum.
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The top 10 side effects with the highest number
oping strategy mentions (after manual filtering).
another term for hair loss, and eruption is another
sh.

commend avoiding dairy foods19 and lactose to
rrhea. However, in Figure 6a, only few instances
negated (red bar) for dairy foods and none for
nother example can be seen in Figure 6b, where
pear divided over whether to avoid or use salt
odium’ and ‘low salt food’) to reduce edema.
ying messages, however, are consistent: Patients
d low salt food (blue bar for ‘low salt food’) and
ng salt (red bar for ’sodium’).

ssion
parison of approaches
extraction of coping strategies for side effects,
classification (F1 = 0.220) outperforms named
gnition (NER) with entity linking (EL) (F1 =
pecifically, Sentence-BERT based on semantic
ttains the best end-to-end performance, although
of the model is still low. Named entity

recognition appears to be the bottleneck for the alter
approach, as oracle NER with EL performs even bette
multi-label classification (F1 = 0.241). This is reflec
the poor token-level NER performance (F 1 = 0.380
found that it is beneficial to include ADE as an addi
entity type for NER; This roughly doubled perform
(F 1 = 0.200 to F 1 = 0.380). Adding a windo
one token on each side of the entities further imp
performance (to F 1 = 0.394), driven by a shift from pa
to now fully correct entities. Also, we found that a co
level of ontology matching is considered, the F1 s
are considerably higher. Overall, we can conclud
multi-label classification is the recommended approa
extracting coping strategies, unless named entity recog
can be improved. One challenge that will remain
large variety of coping strategy mentions in user-gen
text. Increasing the training data will only solve this p
because there will always be unseen coping strateg
newly seen data.
6.2. Relevance of our findings

These results are also relevant for related tasks, su
the extraction of adverse drug events (ADEs) from
media. Previous work has found that for this task
is also the bottleneck [58, 33, 38, 39]. Thus, it is
investigating if multi-label classification is more sui
this task. Moreover, coping strategies for side effec
but one type of biomedical complex entity. Unlike n
entities, complex entities are often not proper nouns
tend to be long, and may contain non-entity words
are discontinuous). Other valuable entities to extract
social media may be advice on psychological copi
coping with the disease in daily life situations e.g.
and childcare. Complex biomedical entities may re
different approaches than named entities, and future res
is necessary to elucidate whether multi-label classifica
consistently preferable to NER with entity linking.
6.3. Potential application settings

Although the quality of our extraction pipeli
insufficient for fully automated knowledge discovery,
automated discovery with additional manual quali
checks can uncover coping strategies for side effect
patients mention online. These can, in turn, be us
input for hypothesis generation. Some examples th
found are drinking ginger tea or taking ondansetron a
nausea, and drinking pickle juice or eating potassium
food (e.g. bananas) against cramps. Manual examin
of the messages underlying a detected strategy can id
cases where the specific label is incorrect (e.g., ‘hyd
therapy’ in Figure 5b refers to drinking enough wate
well as cases where it concerns various strategies aro
certain topic (e.g., labels referring to howmedication s
be consumed in Figure 5a). These cases likely cont
to the higher performance (F 1 = 0.498) when we co
whether the predicted and target labels fall under the
higher order ontological concept.
OMED concept for dairy is ‘dairy foods’

et al.: Preprint submitted to Elsevier Page 11 of 17
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High potassium food

Potassium
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 whole dosage at once
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Hydration therapy

tion and supplements

Magnesium

Frequency

(b) Top 10 coping strategies for cramp
op 10 coping strategies (after manual filtering) without negation

knowledge is necessary for themanual qualitative
the output from the automatic pipeline. Future
include user studies to estimate the extent of the
rk as well as the extent of the domain knowledge
to complete this task. As our work describes
ttempt to tackle this problem, the amount of
rk may also decrease with further improvements
matic pipeline. Currently, end-to-end automatic
of coping strategies results in a high false positive
th MLC and NER+EL. Although recall is more
han precision in a semi-automated system, a high

false positive rate is likely to increase the manual
required from experts.

Although we are unable to share our data, we provi
code to visualize and inspect extracted coping strate
in one’s own data set. We also share a demonstrati
what the visualization would look like.21 This demons
how medical researchers could be aided to conduct ade
qualitative checks and inspect the underlying mes
manually using an interface.

20https://github.com/AnneDirkson/CopingStratExtract
21
https://www.loom.com/share/dda9794a0d354589b95e5b01b5ab23a5
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op 10 coping strategies with negation (after manual filtering). Blue bars indicate that patients recommend
y and red bars indicate patients that recommend avoiding it (i.e. strategy is negated)

gh certain strategies may be self-evident or
n, such as taking anti-nausea medication (e.g.,
n) against nausea, others have not been doc-
reviously. Systematic extraction of coping
as substantial potential for empowering patients
nerating hypotheses on why these strategies are
The coping strategies that are advised should be
carefully by medical professionals for possible
e disseminating them amongst patients.
work, we seek to extract coping strategies as

presented by patients to inform medical researcher
inspire new hypotheses. The causality of the re
between coping strategy andADE posited by the patien
be incorrect (e.g. changes in ADEs might be the resu
a placebo effect, other factors, circumstance or habitua
Further medical research is necessary to evaluate the va
of the causal relation posited by patients.
et al.: Preprint submitted to Elsevier Page 13 of 17
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itations
rk also has a number of limitations. The most
limitation is that the categories included in the
re limited to the experiences of GIST patients
rated with and the types of coping strategies
tered on the forum. Although at present our
s sufficient to facilitate knowledge discovery
.4), it should be further refined and expanded,
e through examination of patient forums for
ders. Furthermore, it would be worthwhile to
ontology with categories presented in previous
or qualitative work on coping strategies. Further
of the ontology is also essential. Here, we have
ur ontology by application to our corpus. The
of this type of evaluation is that it is difficult to
More extensive evaluation of the generalizability
tology through data-driven evaluation [7] is
to assess its applicability for other disorders. In
evaluation, the ontology is tested on another text
. patient forum of another disorder) to evaluate
e.
tology is largely (> 99%) sourced from existing
l ontologies that are incorporated in the OHDSI
nly few concepts (0.1%) were not sourced from
Improving the quality of these widely used

is outside of the scope of this work. Yet, we
that also the quality of these ontologies, such as
-CT, is contested [57, 20, 11]. In addition, we are
redundancies and inconsistencies are inevitable
bining (sub-)categories of various ontologies as
one [2]. Thus, also further refinement of our
y removing redundant concepts and inconsistency
ended. We have attempted to limit redundancy
g per major category of the ontology and not
different ontologies within one category (e.g.
Food category is sourced from SNOMED and
is only sourced from RxNORM). The origin
ncept in our ontology can be traced through
g convention (e.g. the IRI of ‘Strawberry’ is
y_SNOMED_102261002’).
nd limitation is that our evaluation of coping
traction is restricted to the labels present in our
th data, which cover only 0.6% of the ontology.
mance could thus be overestimated compared to
these labels were relatively easy. We preselected
threads for annotation based on a high number
experiences and at least one drug name using a
arning model [16]. Although the performance
del was good (F 1 = 0.815), discussions around
ard coping strategies may be easier to identify
ore likely to be included in the annotated data.
limitation is that not all forum posts were subject
strategy extraction in the case study. Prior to
ion, we selected all posts that contain an ADE
bsequent 4 posts (see Figure 1). Errors in ADE
2 may exclude posts containing coping strategies.

Although it may restrict the detected coping strategie
include this step because previous work has shown th
beneficial to reduce the data imbalance ratio for extr
[39]. Moreover, our models were trained on similar
Errors in ADE extraction may also result in the inc
of posts containing false positives such as symptoms
disease despite steps taken to prevent symptoms from
identified as ADEs (see Section 4.2). Consequently,
in ADE extraction may result in the inclusion of c
strategies that are not directed at resolving adverse
events, but that target underlying symptoms.
6.5. Future work

Aside from further refining our ontology, future
could be directed at exploiting the hierarchical struct
the label space to improve coping strategy extractio
was done by Rios and Kavuluru [47] and Song et al.
Another possibility would be to include synonyms
target labels sourced from the UMLS or from the Bio
term search function. Synonyms for UMLS con
sourced from the Consumer Health Vocabulary (CHV
are of particular interest. The CHV is the result
open-access collaborative initiative led by the Univ
of Utah that aims to connect nontechnical (or laym
terms used by patients to technical terms used by
professionals. Synonyms from the CHV generally co
technical medical terms and thus may benefit extract
surgical and other medical procedures. The scope
CHV does not extend to categories such as food or
lifestyle factors.

It would also be worthwhile to improve upon our m
for ADE–CS relation extraction. Manual error an
showed that most errors were cases where patien
not explicitly mention which ADE was the target o
coping strategy because it was self-evident to them
blood pressure medication). Such common sense reas
appears to often rely on the textual similarity betwee
ADE and the CS. Thus, relation extraction may be imp
by incorporating a similarity metric. In addition, our m
at present relies on co-occurrence and does not requi
relationship to be stipulated as causal in the text.23 Alth
causal relations between the coping strategy and an
were required for annotation (e.g. A “helps with” B
thereby indirectly for extraction of coping strategies,
complex, linguistic methods for the relation extration
further improve the false positive rate.

Although the performance of negation detection se
decent (F 1 = 0.810), manual examination of the o
revealed negation was not aiding knowledge discover
to many false positives and negatives. Our heu
appear insufficient and we recommend future researc
improving this module.
entity-level performance of 0.716

23We seek to extract coping strategies that patients present as c
improving their ADE. Our research seeks to inform medical rese
through hypothesis generation and the validity of this causality rem
be tested.
traction has a token-level performance of F1 0.626 and an

et al.: Preprint submitted to Elsevier Page 14 of 17
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work could also be directed at researching the low
ce of NER for coping strategies, which we expect
e descriptive and fuzzy nature of the entities. We
the longest correctly identified entity was 9 tokens
eas the maximum length of our annotated entities
ens (see Table 1). On average, correctly identified
re a median of 2 tokens long (± 1 token), partially
entified entities were a median of 4 tokens long
s) and missed entities were a median of 2 tokens
tokens). It thus appears that missed entities are
rage far longer than correctly identified entities.
, entities that are only partially detected correctly
longer on average. A further investigation of the
of NER (e.g. for length and variety of the entities
training data) would be insightful for improving
odel further. Such investigations would also be
for other complex entities.
ition to improving separate modules of the
ture work could include improving their integra-
r current pipeline, the integration of multi-label
on with negation detection and relation extrac-
mplicated by the need of these modules to know
n of the entity within the sentence. We resolved
ermining the most important token per label that
e was labeled with. However, future work could
ds using the attention mechanism of the BERT
erlying multi-label classification, following work
able ICD code assignment by Mullenbach et al.
ver, this will not be trivial as the Sentence-BERT
eared towards embedding the entire sentence and
rovide token-specific embeddings. An attention-
oach would also help with differentiating multiple
tegies (e.g., ‘Gatorade, bananas’) from a single
tegy with multiple labels (e.g., ‘ginger tea’ has
ginger’ and ‘herbal tea’). In this work, we defined
rategy with two labels as one where the important
e adjacent. Although this is not conventional in
ds such as ICD code detection or ADE extrac-
llow for multiple labels per strategy to curb the
l growth of the ontology by addition of combined

lusion
article, we have presented a new task, the

of coping strategies for side effects from online
cussions. We developed an ontology for coping
initially tailored to our case of Gastrointestinal
umors (GIST), and presented the results for
extraction method. Moreover, we developed
d-to-end pipeline which we use in a case study
e analyzed an online forum for GIST patients.
d that automatic extraction of coping strategies
ffects is challenging, with F1 scores of 0.220
matching to the correct ontology item. We
ecommend the use of our analysis methods in a
atic fashion in interaction with a human expert

research. Another use would be to discover poten
harmful strategies in the patient-to-patient advice fo
purpose of interventions by medical experts.
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